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Abstract As countries in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) increasingly focus their malaria14

control and elimination efforts on forest-going populations, greater understanding of the15

relationship between deforestation and malaria incidence will be essential for programs to assess16

and meet their 2030 elimination goals. Leveraging village-level health facility surveillance data and17

forest cover data in a spatio-temporal modeling framework, we found evidence that deforestation18

is associated with short-term increases, but long-term decreases in confirmed malaria case19

incidence in Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR). We identified strong associations with20

deforestation measured within 30 km of villages but not with deforestation in the near (10 km) and21

immediate (1 km) vicinity. Results appear driven by deforestation in densely forested areas and22

were more pronounced for infections with Plasmodium falciparum (P. falciparum) than for23

Plasmodium vivax (P. vivax). These findings highlight the influence of forest-going populations on24

malaria transmission in the GMS.25

26

Introduction27

Engaging in forest activities, such as logging, hunting or spending the night in the forest, is28

considered a primary risk factor for malaria infection in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS)29

[17, 20, 39, 22, 61] with recent outbreaks attributed to deforestation activities [42]. This is most30

likely the result of increased human exposure to the forest dwelling Anopheles dirus and Anopheles31

minimus, the most efficient and widespread malaria vectors in the GMS [47, 46]. However, defor-32

estation may also alter this “forest malaria” [65] ecosystem and eventually reduce malaria incidence,33

as is generally accepted to be the case in Southeast Asia [29]. Several previous studies have as-34

sessed the relationship between deforestation and malaria, but the majority focused outside of35

the GMS, most notably in the Amazonian forest [67, 48, 31, 64, 60] where the evidence has been36

met with conflicting interpretations [62]. As national malaria programs across the GMS target37

forest-going populations for prevention and treatment efforts [30, 57], improved understanding38

of the relationship between deforestation and malaria is critical for programs to assess and meet39

national 2030 malaria elimination goals [49, 8].40
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In the Amazon, the “frontier malaria” hypothesis [54] posits that malaria temporarily increases41

following deforestation efforts to open a human settlement area in the forest. Subsequently, after42

approximately 6-8 years, settlements become more developed and isolated from the surrounding43

forest, and less suitable for malaria vectors, resulting in reduced malaria transmission [16]. Recent44

work has challenged this hypothesis, however, and found that some older settlements were also45

likely to have high malaria incidence [36], highlighting the importance of assessing the relationship46

between deforestation and malaria at different spatio-temporal scales [55]. Similarly, a recent47

review of the literature on deforestation and malaria in the Amazon [62] highlights the inconclusive48

evidence on the complex links between forests, deforestation and malaria.49

The importance of addressing complex confounding structures influencing the relationship between50

deforestation and malaria was highlighted by Bauhoff et al. [12]. Variables such as temperature51

[13, 44], precipitation [51, 50] or seasonality [35] are known environmental predictors of malaria,52

although the spatio-temporal scale of those effects if often highly variable across different areas53

[59]. Furthermore, remote areas may experience higher malaria rates because of poor access to54

public health services, but also have denser forest cover or lower deforestation rates [15]. Finally,55

forest-going populations in the GMS are also at higher risk for malaria [52] due to poor adherence to56

protective measures against mosquitoes such as insecticide-treated bed nets (ITNs) or long-lasting57

insecticidal hammocks (LLIHs) [28, 57] and delayed and inadequate access to treatment [30].58

Bauhoff et al. [12] identified only 10 empirical studies that assessed the relationship between59

deforestation and malaria with appropriate adjustments for confounding. Of these, seven reported60

a positive association [10, 67, 48, 60, 53, 27, 25], two did not find any associations [12, 31], and one61

disputed study found a negative association [64, 32, 63]. Most recently, a study found deforestation62

to increase malaria risk and malaria to decrease deforestation activities in the Amazon, using an63

instrumental variable analysis to disentangle any reverse causality loop [43]. However, only half of64

the above-mentioned studies used high-resolution forest data, with most studies using spatially65

aggregated data and exploring only a limited range of spatial and temporal scales. Only three of66

these studies were conducted in Southeast Asia [53, 27, 25], and none in the GMS. Importantly, all67

three found that malaria increases after deforestation, but all had limitations. The two studies in68

Indonesia [53, 27] used coarsely aggregated forest data and potentially biased self-reported malaria69

data. The third study, in Malaysia [25], focused on a specific and geographically confined malaria70

parasite, Plasmodium knowlesi, whose primary host is the long-tailed macaque and whose presence71

in the GMS, where P. falciparum and P. vivax dominate, is limited.72

In this paper, we used Landsat 30 m high-resolution forest data [34] and monthly malaria incidence73

data from two separate regions in the GMS: northern Lao People’s Democratic Republic (PDR) which74

is approaching malaria elimination and southern Lao PDR where P. falciparum and P. vivax are75

co-endemic. By conducting the analysis at the village level, we were able to explore a wide range of76

spatial scales (1, 10 and 30 km around villages) that might be relevant in characterizing the relation-77

ship between deforestation and malaria. In addition, we leveraged the longitudinal nature of both78

the incidence data collected and the forest data produced from annual remote sensing imagery79

[34] to explore the most relevant temporal scales. Finally, we considered alternative definitions of80

deforestation, restricted to areas with at least certain levels of forest cover, to investigate the type81

of deforestation driving the relationship with malaria.82

To date, no prior studies have quantified the relationship between deforestation and malaria83

incidence in the GMS. Understanding this relationship is especially important in the GMS, where84

forest-going activities are a main source of income generation [6] and malaria clusters in forest-85

going populations [49, 57]. To assess the relationship between deforestation and malaria incidence,86

we modeled the monthly village-level malaria incidence in two regions of Lao PDR using health87

facility surveillance data and evaluated the most relevant spatio-temporal scale.88
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Results89

Forest and environmental variables90

Figure 1 shows the average tree crown cover within 10 km for the year 2016 and the percent91

area within 10 km that experienced forest loss between 2011 and 2016 in 2 regions of southern92

and northern Lao PDR. Overall, the forest cover was denser in the north than in the south and93

deforestation over this period was higher in the north than in the south. Figures 11 and 12 in94

the appendix show the distribution of forest and deforestation variables as the temporal scales95

and spatial scales around study villages were varied. For example, within 30 km of a village, the96

percent area that experienced forest loss between 2011 and 2016 in the north ranged between97

0 and 10% whereas it rarely exceeded 2.5% in the south. As expected, the longer the time period98

considered, the larger the areas that experienced forest loss. The average forest cover increased99

with increasing buffer radius around villages (1, 10 and 30 km). However, the relationship with the100

percent area that experienced forest loss was less clear because both the area that experienced101

forest loss (numerator) and the area around villages (denominator) increased.102

The 284 villages in the north were overall less populated (mean population size: 498, IQR: [241; 548])103

than the 207 villages in the south (mean: 1095, IQR: [584; 1384]), but with some highly populated104

outliers. As expected, altitude differed substantially between villages of the mountainous northern105

region (mean: 557m, IQR: [378; 679]) and the lowlands of the south (mean: 120m, IQR: [98; 130]).106

Although both regions exhibited similar seasonal trends in precipitation and temperature, with107

a rainy season spanning from April to October, villages in the south experienced higher monthly108

precipitation and temperature than in the north over the study period (Fig. 13 in appendix).109

Malaria case data110

Malaria infections111

63,040 patient records were abstracted from the malaria registries of all public health facilities in 4112

southern districts between October 2013 and October 2016 and 1,754 from all health facilities in 4113

northern districts between January 2013 and December 2016.114

In the south, 91.2% of the patients in the registries were tested for malaria, of which 78.1% were115

tested by RDT and 26.2% by microscopy. Overall test positivity was 33.2% for any infection, 16.4%116

for P. falciparum and 18.2% for P. vivax. Monthly incidence peaked to about 6 cases per 1000 people117

in the 2014 rainy season, eventually decreasing to below 1 case per 1000 in 2016. Incidence and118

test positivity were similar between P. falciparum and P. vivax in the south (Fig. 2).119

In the north, 92.1% of the patients in the registries were tested for malaria, of which 96.3% were120

tested by RDT and 9.6% by microscopy. Overall test positivity was 23.8% for any infection, 2.8% for121

P. falciparum and 22.5% for P. vivax. Monthly malaria incidence in the north was very low, never122

exceeding 0.3 per 1000 people. Most infections in the north were P. vivax cases with only a few123

seasonal P. falciparum cases (Fig. 2).124

In the appendix, Figure 14 shows the number of patients and cases recorded per month in health125

facility malaria registries as well as how the smoothed test positivity rates varied over time.126

Socio-demographics127

Age, gender and occupation of patients seeking treatment at health facilities were also recorded128

in the malaria registries. On average, patients in the south were older than patients in the north129

with mean age of 28 years and 23 years respectively. In the north, about half of the patients were130

male (53.1%), while most patients in the south were male (71.1%). Finally, the vast majority (68.2%)131

of patients in the south were farmers, whereas only 8% of patients in the north were farmers.132

Most patients in the north reported being unemployed (41.7%) or a student (31.2%) (Fig. 15 in the133

appendix).134
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(a) Average tree crown cover (%) within 10 km in 2016
in northern Lao PDR.
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(b) Percent area within 10 km with forest loss
between 2011 and 2016 in northern Lao PDR.

0 20 40 60 80 100

(c) Average tree crown cover (%) within 10 km in 2016
in southern Lao PDR.

0 5 10 15 20 25

(d) Percent area within 10 km with forest loss
between 2011 and 2016 in southern Lao PDR.

Figure 1. Average tree crown cover (%) in 2016 (left) and percent area that experienced forest loss between
2011 and 2016 (right) within 10 km in northern (top) and southern (bottom) Lao PDR. Upper right indent maps

northern and southern (Champasak province) Lao PDR regions.
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Figure 2. Malaria incidence (per 1000) and test positivity (%) over time.

Geo-referencing135

Overall, 88.1% of malaria records were matched to one of the 491 villages in study districts. The136

remaining (11.7% in the south and 17.3% in the north) were removed from the analysis because137

of ambiguous village names, local nicknames for small villages and dissolving and grouping of138

villages over time. Test positivity in the south was similar in matched (33.1%) and unmatched139

(34.2%) records but higher in matched (26.5%) than unmatched (10.5%) records in the north. No140

substantial difference was found in the distribution of socio-demographic variables available in141

malaria registries between matched and unmatched records (Fig. 16 in the appendix). Fewer than142

0.3% of matched malaria records were missing dates and also removed from the analysis.143
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Spatio-temporal analysis144

Deforestation145

Table 1 and Figure 3 show the incidence rate ratio (IRR) associated with deforestation, measured by146

a 0.1% increase in the percent area that experienced forest loss, in the previous 1 to 5 years within147

1, 10 and 30 km of villages.148

Deforestation within 1 or 10 km of a village was not associated with malaria incidence rate in either149

the south or the north, regardless of the temporal lag. However, deforestation within 30 km of a150

village in the previous 1 and 2 years was associated with higher malaria incidence rates (e.g. 1-year151

lag, IRR = 1.23, 95% CI: [1.16; 1.3] in the south; IRR = 1.02, 95% CI: [0.94; 1.1] in the north) whereas152

deforestation in the previous 3, 4 or 5 years was associated with approximately a 5% lower malaria153

incidence rate (e.g. 4-year lag, IRR = 0.94, 95% CI: [0.91; 0.97] in the south; IRR = 0.96, 95% CI: [0.92;154

0.99] in the north).155

These results suggest deforestation around villages, but not in the near vicinity (1 or 10 km), is156

associated with higher risk of malaria in the first two years and lower risk of malaria beyond. There157

was stronger evidence of associations with deforestation in the south, where IRRs were higher than158

in the north.159

The IRR effect estimates in Table 1 and Figure 3 assume a linear relationship between deforestation160

and malaria. Figure 10 in the appendix shows a few of these relationships when such linearity isn’t161

assumed in the models. The functional forms reveal that they can be reasonably well summarized162

linearly, especially in the south. In the north, the functional forms highlight potential non-linearities163

for long term temporal lags but come with wide confidence intervals at low levels of deforestation.164

When statistically testing for non-linearities, the ANOVA �2 test for goodness-of-fit was significant165

(5 % level) for only one of the 15 possible spatio-temporal scales specifications (30-km radius and166

3-year temporal lag).167

168

South North

Time lag Buffer radius Buffer radius

1 km 10 km 30 km 1 km 10 km 30 km

Previous 1 1.01 1.23 1 1.03 1.02

1 year [0.99; 1.01] [0.99; 1.04] [1.16; 1.3] [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.07] [0.94; 1.1]

Previous 1.01 1 1.11 1.01 1.01 1.02

2 years [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.02] [1.06; 1.16] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.04] [0.95; 1.09]

Previous 1 0.99 0.94 1 1 0.97

3 years [0.99; 1] [0.97; 1] [0.91; 0.98] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.02] [0.93; 1.01]

Previous 1 0.98 0.94 1 1 0.96

4 years [0.99; 1] [0.96; 0.99] [0.91; 0.97] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.01] [0.92; 0.99]

Previous 1 0.98 0.97 1 1 0.94

5 years [1; 1.01] [0.97; 0.99] [0.94; 1] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.01] [0.91; 0.98]

Table 1. IRR between malaria incidence and a 0.1% increase in the area that experienced deforestation within 1,
10 or 30 km (left-right) of a village in the previous 1 to 5 years (top-down) in northern and southern Lao PDR.

Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data, the environmental covariates selected in the model and

forest cover within 30 km in the year before the deforestation temporal scale considered.
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Figure 3. Associations between malaria incidence and a 0.1% increase in the area that experienced
deforestation within 1, 10 or 30 km (left-right) of a village in the previous 1 to 5 years (top-down) in Lao PDR.

Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data, the environmental covariates selected in the model and

forest cover within 30 km in the year before the deforestation temporal scale considered.
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P. falciparum and P. vivax169

One of the main differences between northern and southern Lao PDR with respect to our study is170

the malaria species composition. In the north, P. vivax is more prevalent with only a few sporadic171

and seasonal P. falciparum infections, whereas P. falciparum and P. vivax are co-endemic in the south172

(Fig. 2). We used this co-endemicity and the larger amount of malaria case data collected in the173

south to assess the relationship between deforestation and malaria for both species.174

Table 2 and Figure 4 show that the pattern of spatio-temporal associations identified in Table 1175

is primarily driven by P. falciparum, with no associations for deforestation in the near vicinity of176

villages (1 or 10 km) but a short-term increase (e.g. 1-year lag, IRR = 1.36, 95% CI: [1.25; 1.47]) and177

long-term decrease (e.g. 4-year lag, IRR = 0.86, 95% CI: [0.82; 0.9]) in P. falciparummalaria incidence178

for deforestation within 30 km of villages.179

On the other hand, all the associations were attenuated for P. vivax infections. In the previous 2180

years and within 30 km of villages, deforestation is still associated with a higher incidence of P.181

vivax (e.g. 1-year lag, IRR = 1.16, 95% CI: [1.09; 1.23]) but less so than for P. falciparum. However,182

regardless of the temporal lag or spatial scale, deforestation was no longer associated with lower P.183

vivax malaria risks.184

Figure 22 in the appendix plots the species-specific relationships when not assuming linearity in the185

models.186

187

P. falciparum P. vivax
Time lag Buffer radius Buffer radius

1 km 10 km 30 km 1 km 10 km 30 km

Previous 1 1.03 1.36 1 1 1.16

1 year [0.99; 1.02] [1; 1.06] [1.25; 1.47] [0.99; 1.01] [0.98; 1.03] [1.09; 1.23]

Previous 1.01 1.01 1.17 1.01 1 1.09

2 years [1; 1.02] [0.99; 1.03] [1.1; 1.24] [1; 1.02] [0.99; 1.02] [1.05; 1.14]

Previous 0.99 0.99 0.89 1 0.99 0.99

3 years [0.98; 1] [0.97; 1.01] [0.84; 0.93] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1] [0.95; 1.02]

Previous 0.99 0.97 0.86 1 0.99 0.98

4 years [0.98; 1] [0.96; 0.99] [0.82; 0.9] [0.99; 1.01] [0.97; 1] [0.95; 1.01]

Previous 1 0.98 0.89 1 0.99 1

5 years [0.99; 1.01] [0.96; 0.99] [0.86; 0.93] [1; 1.01] [0.97; 1] [0.97; 1.03]

Table 2. IRR between malaria incidence and a 0.1% increase in the area that experienced deforestation within 1,
10 or 30 km (left-right) of a village in the previous 1 to 5 years (top-down) in southern Lao PDR, differentiated by

malaria species. Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data, the environmental covariates selected

in the model and forest cover within 30 km in the year before the deforestation temporal scale considered.
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Figure 4. Associations between malaria incidence and a 0.1% increase in the area that experienced
deforestation within 1, 10 or 30 km (left-right) of a village in the previous 1 to 5 years (top-down) in southern

Lao PDR, differentiated by malaria species. Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data, the

environmental covariates selected in the model and forest cover within 30 km in the year before the

deforestation temporal scale considered.
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Alternative definitions of deforestation and interaction with forest cover188

In previous models, our definition of deforestation did not distinguish between forest losses in189

densely forested areas and less forested areas. To explore potential interactions between de-190

forestation and baseline forest cover, Table 3 shows how the IRR estimates vary as we consider191

deforestation in more densely forested pixels only (tree crown cover over 68% and 87% - see192

Methods for rationale on thresholds). We conducted this secondary analysis only for the non-null193

relationships previously identified, i.e. when considering a 30 km buffer radius around villages.194

The associations with deforestation became more pronounced as we restricted forest losses to195

more forested areas: the IRR for deforestation in the previous 1 year, within 30 km of southern196

villages, increased from 1.23 (95% CI: [1.16; 1.3]) to 1.4 (95% CI: [1.05; 1.88]) when considering197

deforestation in areas with more than 0% and 87% tree crown cover respectively. On the other198

hand, the IRR for deforestation in the previous 4 years, within 30 km of southern villages, decreased199

from 0.94 (95% CI: [0.91; 0.97]) to 0.86 (95% CI: [0.79; 0.94]) when considering deforestation in areas200

with more than 0% and 87% tree crown cover respectively. A similar trend was observed in the201

north, although statistical significance wasn’t reached as frequently as in the south.202

These results suggest that deforestation in deep and dense forests is more closely associated with203

malaria incidence in villages than deforestation in less forested areas.204

205

South North

Deforestation within areas Deforestation within areas

with tree crown cover density above with tree crown cover density above

Time lag 0% 68% 87% 0% 68% 87%

Previous 1.23 1.45 1.4 1.02 1.08 1.36

1 year [1.16; 1.3] [1.22; 1.72] [1.05; 1.88] [0.94; 1.1] [0.96; 1.2] [0.92; 2]

Previous 1.11 1.13 1.33 1.02 1.02 1.02

2 years [1.06; 1.16] [1.05; 1.22] [1.13; 1.56] [0.95; 1.09] [0.94; 1.1] [0.79; 1.31]

Previous 0.94 0.92 0.88 0.97 0.96 0.87

3 years [0.91; 0.98] [0.88; 0.96] [0.8; 0.97] [0.93; 1.01] [0.92; 1.01] [0.73; 1.02]

Previous 0.94 0.93 0.86 0.96 0.95 0.84

4 years [0.91; 0.97] [0.9; 0.96] [0.79; 0.94] [0.92; 0.99] [0.92; 0.99] [0.73; 0.96]

Previous 0.97 0.95 0.92 0.94 0.94 0.79

5 years [0.94; 1] [0.92; 0.99] [0.85; 1] [0.91; 0.98] [0.9; 0.98] [0.69; 0.9]

Table 3. IRR between malaria incidence and a 0.1% increase in the area that experienced deforestation within
30 km of a village in the previous 1 to 5 years (top-down) and within areas with tree crown cover density above

0%, 68% and 87% (left-right) in Lao PDR. Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data, the
environmental covariates selected in the model and forest cover within 30 km in the year before the

deforestation temporal scale considered.
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Discussion206

Based on a large dataset of health facility surveillance records in two regions of Lao PDR, we found207

evidence that deforestation around villages is associated with higher malaria incidence over the208

short-term but lower incidence over the long-term (e.g, in the south, within 30 km of villages: IRR =209

1.23 [1.16; 1.30] for deforestation in the previous year and IRR = 0.94 [0.91; 0.98] for deforestation210

in the previous 3 years). Our evaluation of alternative spatial scales identified strong associations211

for deforestation within a 30 km radius around villages but not for deforestation in the near (10 km)212

and immediate (1 km) vicinity. Our results incorporated correction for the probability of seeking213

treatment, modeled as a function of distance to the closest health facility, as well as adjustment for214

several environmental covariates. Results appear driven by deforestation in densely forested areas215

and the patterns exhibited are clearer for infections with P. falciparum than for P. vivax.216

The wide availability and longitudinal nature of malaria surveillance records collected routinely by217

the national program enabled exploration of the relationship between deforestation and malaria218

incidence over multiple spatio-temporal scales and across different levels of forest density. The219

spatio-temporal variability highlighted here provides insights into the causal mechanisms driving220

local-scale malaria incidence in the GMS. This approach not only quantified the deforestation-221

malaria incidence association in the GMS, but also strengthened the evidence for the key influence222

of forest-going populations on malaria transmission in the GMS.223

Results from this study echo the frontier malaria hypothesis originating from the Amazon region,224

which posits an increase in malaria incidence in the first few years following deforestation and225

a decrease over the long term. In our study, however, the time scale for the inflexion point was226

shorter, 2-3 years after deforestation compared to 6-8 years in the Amazon [16], most likely because227

of very different underlying human processes. Indeed, the frontier malaria hypothesis considers228

non-indigenous human settlements sprouting deeper and deeper in the forest whereas forest-229

going populations in the GMS are primarily members of established forest-fringe communities230

who regularly tour the forest overnight to hunt and collect wood [21]. Industrial and agricultural231

projects or lucrative forest-based activities also attract mobile and migrant populations (MMPs) [30]232

in remote forested areas of the GMS but not on the same scale as the politically and economically233

driven unique colonization of the Amazon [16].234

Our results are also consistent with the three previous multivariable empirical studies [27, 53, 25]235

that assessed the link between deforestation and malaria in Southeast Asia. Our study builds on236

these findings by using higher resolution forest data and exploring additional spatio-temporal scales.237

Using biennial village census data from Indonesia between 2003 and 2008 and district-aggregated238

remote sensing forest data, Garg [27] reported a 2 to 10.4% increase in the probability of a malaria239

outbreak in each village of districts that lost 1000 hectares of their forest cover in the same year.240

Using data from a 1996 cross-sectional household survey conducted in a quasi-experimental setting241

around a protected area in Indonesia, Pattanayak et al. [53] found a positive association between242

disturbed forest (vs undisturbed) and malaria in children under 5, again using no temporal lag. Our243

analysis plan was largely inspired by Fornace et al. [25], which used similar high-resolution forest244

data [34] and 2008-2012 incidence data from Sabah, Malaysia. They reported a 2.22 (95% CI: [1.53;245

2.93]) increase in the P. knowlesi incidence rate for villages where more than 14% (< 8%, being the246

reference) of the surrounding area (within 2 km) experienced forest loss in the previous 5 years. On247

the other hand, our analysis explored wider spatial scales, bypassed any coarse categorization of248

forest and deforestation variables, corrected incidence for treatment-seeking probability, and most249

importantly focused on P. falciparum and P. vivax, the dominant malaria parasites in the GMS.250

Engaging in forest activities, such as logging, hunting or spending the night in the forest, has been251

reported as a major risk factor by many studies in the region [17, 20, 39, 22, 61]. As countries252

of the GMS work towards malaria elimination, the literature stresses the key role of forest-going253
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populations [30, 45, 11, 68, 56], although research programs highlight the challenges of accessing254

them [14, 40] as well as their diversity [45, 11]. To our knowledge, no previous study has leveraged255

geo-spatial statistical analyses to characterize the importance of forest-going populations in the256

GMS. Our results suggest that deforestation in dense forests (Table 3) around villages, particularly257

areas further from the village (Table 1), is a driver of malaria in Lao PDR. We argue that this is258

indicative of the existence of a key high-risk group linking the deforestation patterns identified259

to malaria in the villages, namely a forest-going population. Deforestation captured by remote260

sensing in this setting likely reflects locations and times of heightened activity in the forest areas261

near villages, and therefore greater human-vector contact. We suspect longer and deeper trips into262

the forest result in increased exposure to mosquitoes, putting forest-goers at higher risk.263

We conducted this study in northern and southern Lao PDR, where the malaria species composition264

differs, and assessed species-specific relationships in the south where P. falciparum and P. vivax265

are co-endemic. Our results highlight the challenges ahead of national programs with P. vivax266

elimination after successful P. falciparum elimination, as increasingly mentioned in the literature267

[18, 38]. This study identified a clear pattern of spatio-temporal associations between P. falciparum268

and deforestation, but these were not apparent for P. vivax (Table 2). The increase in P. vivax269

incidence in the first 2 years following deforestation was identified as well but the associations270

were smaller than for P. falciparum. Importantly, deforestation was never associated with lower271

risks of P. vivax. A recent study in the Amazon [43] reported a similar attenuation of the effects272

of deforestation on P. vivax compared to P. falciparum, most likely because of P. vivax parasites’273

ability to relapse months or even years after infection, which decouples the association between274

transmission and incidence data. These species-specific differences may also explain why the275

pattern of spatio-temporal associations between malaria and deforestation were markedly clearer276

in the south than in the north where P. vivax dominates.277

Our results did have some inherent limitations based upon routine health facility surveillance data.278

First, completeness and reliability of health facility surveillance records is highly variable across and279

within countries of the GMS and may depend on malaria incidence level, as resources tend to be280

prioritized on high-prevalence diseases. Second, another challenge with these data is obtaining an281

accurate denominator for incidence, as not everyone attends a public health center when febrile.282

We addressed this issue by modeling the probability of seeking treatment as a function of travel283

time to the closest health facility using data from two cross-sectional surveys. Third, the village-level284

geo-referencing of malaria registries ignores the possibility that patients may become infected285

elsewhere. Unfortunately, these surveillance records did not include information about patients’286

recent travels or forest trips. Research to track micro-scale movements of forest-goers is needed to287

understand how they interact with the forest and where are the foci of infection.288

In addition, the forest data used, although it offers reproducible, well-defined and high-resolution289

forest variables, has also been criticized, in particular for not distinguishing tropical forests from290

agroforestry [68, 36]. Finally, our relative measure of deforestation, key to consistently compare the291

effects across different spatial scales, also implies that a 0.1% of the area that experienced forest292

loss within 30 km of a village is a much larger area (∼ 280 hectares) than within 1 km (∼ 0.3 hectare)293

and should be interpreted cautiously.294

In conclusion, this study assessed the relationship between deforestation and malaria in Lao PDR.295

Our approach leveraged surveillance records collected by the national malaria program and high-296

resolution forest data and rigorously explored the spatio-temporal pattern of associations. As297

countries of the GMS work towards malaria elimination, our results highlight the challenges to298

transition from P. falciparum to P. vivax elimination, confirm and characterize the importance of299

high-risk populations engaging in forest activities and suggest malaria programs may benefit from300

monitoring areas of on-going deforestation using remotely sensed data.301
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Materials and methods302

Study site and population303

This study was conducted in eight districts (Fig. 5) to leverage the ecological and epidemiological304

diversity of Lao PDR. Four districts (Moonlapamok, Pathoomphone, Sanasomboon and Sukhuma)305

are situated in the southern province of Champasak where both P. falciparum and P. vivax are306

endemic. The four other districts (Et, Paktha, Nambak and Khua) each come from one of four307

northern provinces (Bokeo, Huaphanh, Phongsaly, Luang-Prabhang) where P. vivax is endemic but P.308

falciparum has reached historical lows [2].309

The four districts in the north were chosen in consultation with district and provincial level malaria310

staff to represent the epidemiology of malaria in northern Lao PDR. They were selected as part of a311

cross-sectional survey designed to assess the prevalence and risk factors for malaria in northern Lao312

PDR [41]. This region is very mountainous and characterized by a diverse climate, low-population313

density and limited road access [7].314

The 4 districts in the south were selected within a larger cluster randomized controlled trial (RCT)315

study designed to assess the effectiveness of high-risk group targeted active case detection in316

southern Lao PDR [40], where more than 95% of the country malaria burden is concentrated [2].317

This region is characterized by a moderately hilly and forested terrain and a workforce primarily318

engaged in forest-based and agricultural activities [14].319

320

Figure 5. Map of study’s districts
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Malaria data321

Malaria case data322

We conducted a retrospective review of malaria registries recorded at all health centers in the323

study districts between January 2013 and December 2016 in the north and between October 2013324

and October 2016 in the south. The registries included information on every patient that was325

tested (RDT and/or microscopy) for malaria at the health center. Date, species-specific test results,326

demographic variables (age, gender and occupation) and the village of residence of the patient327

were recorded in the registries. With help from local Lao experts, village names were matched328

to a geo-registry of all villages in Lao PDR compiled from the 2005 and 2015 national census [1]329

and provided by the Center for Malariology, Parasitology and Entomology (CMPE). The geo-registry330

contains GPS coordinates and population of Lao PDR’s villages. Unmatched records and records331

with missing date were removed from the analysis. Finally, these data were aggregated to extract332

the monthly village-level malaria incidence.333

Treatment-seeking data334

One issue with using passive surveillance data is that not everyone will seek treatment at a public335

health facility for a febrile illness, which can lead to an underestimate of the true incidence, if336

not accounted for. To correct for that, we modeled the probability that an individual in a given337

village of the study’s district would seek treatment at a public health facility when febrile. We338

assumed that such probability is essentially driven by the travel time to the closest health facility.339

See supplementary material S1 for methods used to calculate travel times to closest health facilities.340

Tomodel the probability of seeking treatment, we used data from two cross-sectional household sur-341

veys conducted in the eight districts where registries were collected. In the north, 1,480 households342

across 100 villages were surveyed in September-October 2016 [41]. In the south, 1,230 households343

across 56 villages were surveyed in the baseline assessment of the RCT [40] in December 2017. In344

particular, survey respondents were asked whether or not they would seek treatment at the closest345

health facility for a febrile illness and GPS coordinates of their household were recorded.346

We then used the cross sectional surveys to model the probability of seeking treatment (at a public347

health facility, implicit from now on), �, as a function of travel time to the closest health facility, �348

(Equation 1). To account for the correlation structure induced by the stratified sampling approach349

used in the surveys, we modeled the number of successes (febrile patients seeking treatment), Sℎ,v,350

at the household level and included a random intercept for village in the logistic regression.351

352

Sℎ,v ∼ Bin(�ℎ,v, Nℎ,v)

logit(�ℎ,v) = �0 + �1 ∗ �ℎ,v + �v (1)

where Nℎ,v is the number of febrile individuals in household h of village v and �v ∼  (0, ��).353

We fit the models separately in the north and in the south and used the region-specific model354

to predict the probability of seeking treatment at all villages of the study districts based on their355

distance to the closest health facility. The population who seek treatment was then calculated356

by multiplying the village population by the probability of seeking treatment. See supplementary357

material S2 for travel times and treatment-seeking probabilities results.358
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Forest data359

For every 30m pixel in Lao PDR, tree crown cover density for the year 2000 and year of forest loss360

between 2000 and 2017, were obtained from Hansen et al. [34] (See illustrative example in pixels361

1 and 2 of Fig. 6). These layers were produced using decision tree classifiers on Landsat remote362

sensing imagery [34]. Trees are defined as “all vegetation taller than 5m in height” and forest loss363

as “stand-replacement disturbance or the complete removal of tree cover canopy” [34], meaning364

“the removal or mortality of all tree cover in a Landsat pixel” [33].365

Deforestation variable366

To define our primary exposure variable, for all villages in the study districts and year of the study367

period, we calculated the percent area within a buffer radius of 1, 10 and 30 km that experienced368

forest loss in the previous 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years (Fig. 6). These distances were chosen to explore a369

range of spatial scales at which the forest environment may be differentially relevant for village-370

based populations and forest-goers. To explore potential interactions between deforestation and371

forest cover, we computed an alternate exposure variable, restricting to areas that both experienced372

forest loss and had a tree crown cover density above 68 and 87%. Those thresholds are limits of the373

inter-quartile range (IQR) of the distribution of tree crown cover density in any 30m pixels within374

10 km of study’s villages that experienced forest loss between 2000 and 2017. They represent375

deforestation activities occurring in areas of increasing forest cover.376

Forest cover variable377

We also combined the two Hansen layers to produce annual tree crown cover maps of the study378

districts, assuming no changes prior to the year of forest loss but setting to 0 the pixel tree crown379

cover density afterwards (Fig. 6). For all villages in the study districts and year of the study period,380

we calculated the average tree crown cover density within a buffer radius of 1, 10 and 30 km and for381

0, 1, 2 and 3-year lags. This is a secondary exposure and will be adjusted for in the primary analysis.382

Environmental covariates383

Village population sizes were needed to estimate monthly malaria incidence. 2005 and 2015384

population estimates for the 491 villages of study districts were obtained from the national census385

[1]. The annual population growth rate (3.7%) was used to impute population values for two villages386

missing 2005 estimates and for two villages missing 2015 estimates. Then, village-level population387

growth rates were used to estimate villages’ population per year between 2008-2016, assuming388

linear annual growth rate (median = 1.7%, IQR = [0%; 4.5%]).389

Altitude, temperature, rainfall and access to health care were considered as potential village-level390

confounders of the relationship between malaria and forest cover factors. Travel time to closest391

health facility, computed for the treatment-seeking model, was used as a proxy for health care392

access. Altitude was extracted from SRTM [37] 1 km resolution layers. Monthly average day and393

night temperature were extracted from MODIS 1 km resolution product (MOD11C3 [66]). Finally,394

monthly total rainfall was extracted from CHIRPS [26] 1 km resolution publicly available data. For395

every month of the study period, monthly temperatures and precipitation in the previous 1, 2396

and 3 months were also extracted as well as the average temperatures and total precipitation397

over the previous 1, 2 and 3 months. Annual total precipitation and its seasonality (coefficient of398

variation), as well as the annual mean temperature and its seasonality (standard deviation), were399

also extracted from the WorldClim [24] 1 km resolution datasets.400

Altitude was missing for one village and we used an online elevation finder tool (FreeMapTools) for401

imputation. Temperature was missing for 2.4% of the village-months over the study period, most402

likely because of cloud coverage of the MODIS imagery. Monthly temperature was never missing403

more than two years in a row at villages of the study’s districts and we imputed the temperature of404
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Figure 6. For every 30m Landsat pixel within a buffer radius r (1, 10 and 30 km) of study’s villages, the tree
crown cover density in 2000 and the year of forest loss were combined to derive the deforestation and forest

cover variables. The two upper plots highlight the raw data at two example pixels from the lower plot.
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the same month of the following year (or prior year when needed), adjusting for average district-405

level monthly temperature differences between the two consecutive years. Monthly rainfall and406

WorldClim data were not missing at any of the villages.407

Statistical analysis408

Statistical model409

To model malaria incidence (Equation 2), the number of positive cases Yv,t at village v over month410

t was modeled using a generalized additive model (GAM) [69]. To account for overdispersion,411

a negative binomial distribution was used, including an additional variance parameter �. The412

probability of seeking treatment �v, estimated from the treatment-seeking model, was multiplied by413

the village population Popv,t to derive the population seeking treatment, Popseekv,t . This was included414

as an offset term in the incidence model. Spatial autocorrelation was accounted for by the bivariate415

thin plate spline smoothing function on coordinates, f (Lat, Long) and village random intercepts416

were included. A non-linear temporal trend was also included with the smoothing function on417

month, f (t). Finally, the primary exposure, deforestation, and potential environmental confounders,418

including forest cover, were modeled with splines in f (Xi
v,t) for maximum flexibility. See Figure 8 in419

supplementary material S3 for a graphical visualization of our conceptual model for this analysis.420

Yv,t ∼ NegBin(E[Yv,t], �)

log(E[Yv,t]) = log(�v,t ∗ Popseekv,t ) = log(�v,t) + log(Popv,t ∗ �v) (2)

log(�v,t) =
∑

i
� i ∗ f (Xi

v,t) + f (t) + f (Lat, Long) + �v

with �v ∼  (0, ��).421

After model selection of the best fitting combination of covariates, 15 models were run separately422

in the north and the south, each varying the buffer radius (1, 10 and 30 km) and temporal scale for423

deforestation (previous 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 years). The coefficients of the linear effect for deforestation424

were extracted and exponentiated to get the incidence rate ratio (IRR) associated with a 0.1%425

increase in the percent area that experienced forest loss around villages.426

As secondary analyses, we ran the same models, separately by malaria species (P. falciparum and P.427

vivax). Finally, we used our alternative definitions for deforestation, restricted to areas that both428

experienced forest loss and had a tree crown cover density above 68 and 87%, to explore the429

interaction between deforestation and the amount of forest cover.430

Model selection431

With no pre-specification for the spatio-temporal scale at which the effect of deforestation might432

affect malaria incidence, it was important to be able to compare the effect estimates across models433

with varying deforestation variables. We therefore looked for the combination of potential covari-434

ates that provided the best fit and only then included the varying deforestation variables, hence435

assessing the adjusted effect estimate of deforestation consistently across models. The entire436

model selection process was carried using data from the south only and modeling non-species437

specific malaria incidence. This larger dataset provided the most statistical power to fit flexible438

relationships and identify a core way to adjust for covariates.439

First, for each of the three monthly environmental variables (precipitation, day and night tempera-440

ture), we selected the one of its seven variations (in current month, in previous 1, 2 or 3 months441

and aggregated over current and previous 1, 2 or 3 months) that provided the best AIC fit in an442

univariate model, solely adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data (f (t), f (Lat, Long)443

and village random intercepts).444
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Second, we used a modified version of the forward and backward selection approaches to build445

the best AIC fitting combination of the nine potential covariates (three monthly variables selected,446

four WorldClim variables, altitude and travel time to nearest health facility), still adjusting for the447

spatio-temporal structure of the data. As in the classical selection approaches, variables were448

added and dropped one at a time, but were retained based on the largest improvement (decrease)449

in AIC and not p-value dependent. The model obtained by the forward selection approach had the450

lowest AIC and was therefore retained. Average night temperature over the current month and451

previous 3 months, average day temperature over current month, total precipitation in current452

month, total annual precipitation and its seasonality (coefficient of variation) and travel time to the453

closest health facility made it into the selected model.454

Third, we ran 12 models, each varying the buffer radius (1, 10 and 30 km) and temporal scale (0, 1, 2455

and 3 year lag) for the forest cover variable, on top of the previously selected model. The coefficients456

of the linear effect for forest cover were extracted and exponentiated to get the incidence rate ratio457

(IRR) associated with a 1% increase in the average tree crown cover density around villages (Table 7458

in the appendix). The model including average tree crown cover density within 30 km of villages459

with no temporal lag provided the smallest AIC value.460

In the final models with the deforestation variables we therefore included the average tree crown461

cover density within 30 km of villages in the starting year of the temporal scale for the deforestation462

variable considered (e.g. 3 year lag in the model with percent area that experienced forest loss in463

previous 3 years as the deforestation variable) to adjust for baseline forest cover.464

Sensitivity analyses465

Two sensitivity analyses strengthening the robustness of our primary analysis were conducted. In466

the first one, villages’ populations at risk of appearing in the surveillance system registries were not467

adjusted for the probability of seeking treatment. In the second one, we further adjusted our final468

models for the village malaria incidence rate in the previous month. See supplementary materials469

S4.470
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Supplementary Materials665

S1: Travel times methods666

To calculate the travel time along a path linking any two points of the map, we defined a transition667

matrix that gives the speed at which one may travel between two adjacents pixels. We followed668

the parameterization suggested by Alegana et al. [9] and demonstrated by Sturrock et al. [58] (see669

Table 4), which first uses Toblers’ hiking function to specify the travel speed between two points670

of different altitudes. Intuitively, it is faster to travel downhill than uphill. Second, the speed is671

adjusted based on the type of landcover travelled through: a forested or a flooded area for instance672

slows you down. Last, the network of roads and major rivers may be used to catch a bus or a boat673

and therefore increases the travel speed. Altitude (SRTM 90m [37]) was aggregated and resampled674

at the land cover (ESA GlobCover 2009 Project [5]) 300m-resolution and roads and waterways from675

Open Street Map [3] were rasterized to calculate the transition matrix all across Lao PDR. The ‘raster’676

package in R [4] was used.677

678

Data layer Category Speed (km/h)

Digital elevation (slope) 0°(flat) 5

5°(uphill) 3.71

-5°(downhill) 5.27

Land cover Cropland No adjustment

Artificial and bare areas No adjustment

Open deciduous forest 0.8 * Hiking speed

Sparse herbaceous 0.8 * Hiking speed

Closed deciduous forest 0.6 * Hiking speed

Herbaceous 0.6 * Hiking speed

Flooded 0.5 * Hiking speed

Other forest cover 0.4 * Hiking speed

Water 0.2 * Hiking speed

Roads and rivers Motorway/trunk 80

Primary/secondary 60

Tertiary/unclassified 10

Major rivers 5

Table 4. Data used to parameterized the transition matrix with the travel speed between any 2 adjacent pixels
of the map

We then used the Djisktra’s algorithm from the R-package igraph [19] and the gdistance package [23]679

to find the fastest route between every village (or every household in the cross-sectional surveys)680

and its closest health facility. Coordinates of health facilities across Lao PDR came from the 2017681

stratification exercise and were provided by CMPE. We authorized travel through non-study districts682

but not across international borders.683
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S2: Travel times and treatment-seeking results684

Figure 7a shows how the travel time to closest health facility varies across Champasak province685

in southern Lao PDR, influenced by both distance and road connectivity. Figure 7c presents a686

right-skewed distribution of travel time from study villages to the closest health facility. Most687

villages are within 2 hours of the closest health facility but some are as far as 6 hours away. The688

distribution is similar for villages in the northern and southern study districts.689

690

In the southern household survey, 243 individuals reported fever in the past 2 weeks. 225 (92.6%) of691

them, from 156 households, answered whether or not they sought treatment and were included in692

the treatment-seeking model. 219 (97.3%) reported seeking treatment and they all reported where693

they did so: 154 (70.3%) of them sought treatment at a public health facility (Village malaria worker694

(VMW), health center, district hospital or provincial hospital) and would therefore appear in the695

malaria registries collected.696

697

In the northern household survey, 378 individuals reported fever in the past 2 weeks. 360 (95.2%)698

of them, from 297 households, answered whether or not they sought treatment and were included699

in the treatment-seeking model. 283 (78.6%) reported seeking treatment. Only 40 (14.1%) of700

them reported where they did so but all of them sought treatment at a public health facility and701

we therefore upweighted the population that sought treatment at a public health facility accordingly.702

703

Most surveyed households included in the treatment-seeking model were within 2 hours of travel704

time to the closest health facility but some were almost 5 hours away (Fig. 17 in the appendix).705

Figure 7b shows the modeled relationship between the probability of seeking treatment (at a public706

health facility, implied from now on) and distance to the closest health facility. For villages within707

the same 300m2 pixel as a health facility (estimated travel time of 0 hour), the predicted probability708

of seeking treatment is 0.87 (95% CI: [0.79; 0.92]) in the north and 0.78 (95% CI: [0.63; 0.89]) in the709

south. A 1 hour increase in travel time to the closest health facility is associated with a similar 0.79710

(95% CI: [0.55; 1.13]) reduction in the odds of seeking treatment in the north and 0.76 (95% CI: [0.43;711

1.34]) in the south, almost reaching statistical significance when pooling data from both regions:712

0.77 (95% CI: [0.56; 1.04]). Figure 7d shows the resulting distribution for the probability of seeking713

treatment for all villages in study’s districts. Monthly village-level malaria incidence was adjusted714

accordingly.715
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(a) Travel time (hours) to closest health facility (red
crosses) in Champasak province, southern Lao PDR.

Black dots represent villages and lines show main

roads that may be used to travel.
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Figure 7. Treatment-seeking modeling plots. Note that treatment-seeking at public health facilities is implied all
along the manuscript.
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S3: Conceptual Model716
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Figure 8. Conceptual model for our analysis showing how the raw input data (blue boxes) were combined via
intermediate data (white boxes) and models (white diamonds) to produce our estimated outputs (red circle).
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S4: Sensitivity Analysis717

We conducted a first sensitivity analysis where village population at risk of appearing in the surveil-718

lance system registries were not adjusted for the probability of seeking treatment. The effect719

estimates and confidence intervals were virtually unchanged (Table 5 in the appendix).720

721

Our second sensitivity analysis involved adjustment for the village malaria incidence rate in the722

previous month in our models. The effect estimates and confidence intervals were fairly unchanged,723

albeit a small reduction in the estimated short-term positive association between recent deforesta-724

tion and malaria incidence (Table 6 in the appendix).725

726

Overall, those sensitivity analyses strengthen the robustness of our primary analysis.727

728

South North

Time lag Buffer radius Buffer radius

1 km 10 km 30 km 1 km 10 km 30 km

Previous 1 1.01 1.23 1 1.03 1.02

1 year [0.99; 1.01] [0.99; 1.04] [1.16; 1.3] [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.07] [0.94; 1.1]

Previous 1.01 1 1.11 1.01 1.01 1.02

2 years [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.02] [1.06; 1.16] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.04] [0.95; 1.08]

Previous 1 0.99 0.94 1 1 0.97

3 years [0.99; 1] [0.97; 1] [0.91; 0.98] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.02] [0.93; 1.01]

Previous 1 0.98 0.94 1 1 0.96

4 years [0.99; 1] [0.96; 0.99] [0.91; 0.97] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.01] [0.93; 1]

Previous 1 0.98 0.97 1 1 0.95

5 years [1; 1.01] [0.97; 0.99] [0.94; 1] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.01] [0.91; 0.98]

Table 5. IRR associated with a 0.1% increase in forest loss. Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the
data, the environmental covariates selected in the model and forest cover within 30 km in the year before the

deforestation temporal scale considered. Sensitivity analysis 1: village population unadjusted for probability of

seeking treatment.
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South North

Time lag Buffer radius Buffer radius

1 km 10 km 30 km 1 km 10 km 30 km

Previous 1 1.01 1.17 1 1.02 1

1 year [0.99; 1.01] [0.99; 1.03] [1.1; 1.24] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.06] [0.92; 1.08]

Previous 1 1 1.08 1 1.01 1.01

2 years [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.01] [1.04; 1.13] [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.04] [0.95; 1.08]

Previous 1 0.98 0.93 1 1 0.97

3 years [0.99; 1] [0.97; 1] [0.9; 0.97] [1; 1.01] [0.98; 1.02] [0.93; 1.01]

Previous 1 0.98 0.94 1 1 0.96

4 years [0.99; 1] [0.96; 0.99] [0.91; 0.97] [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.02] [0.93; 0.99]

Previous 1 0.98 0.96 1 1 0.95

5 years [1; 1.01] [0.96; 0.99] [0.93; 0.99] [1; 1.01] [0.99; 1.02] [0.92; 0.98]

Table 6. IRR associated with a 0.1% increase in forest loss. Adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the
data, the environmental covariates selected in the model and forest cover within 30 km in the year before the

deforestation temporal scale considered. Sensitivity analysis 2: models adjusted for village monthly malaria

incidence rate in previous month.

S5: Additional Results729

Environmental covariates730

Figure 9 shows the relationship - via their individual contribution � ∗ f (X) in equation 2 - between731

malaria incidence and the environmental covariates in the multivariable model selected by the732

selection approach: time to nearest health facility, average night temperature (over the current and733

previous 3 months), average day temperature (over the current month), total monthly precipitation734

(over current month) and average total annual precipitation and its coefficient of variation. We735

see that precipitation variables have the largest effect on malaria incidence and that relationships736

differ slightly by region although the range covered by the environmental variables also differs by737

region. Note that 95% confidence intervals (see Fig. 18 in the appendix) have been hidden for better738

visualization. The larger amount of data in the south allowed the identification of more precise739

relationships than in the north.740
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Figure 9. Relationships between malaria incidence and environmental covariates in the multivariable model
selected by the forward selection approach, as described in the methods section. The model was additionally

adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data (f (t), f (Lat, Long) and village random intercepts). Note
that 95% confidence intervals (see Fig. 18 in the appendix) have been hidden for better visualization.
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Forest cover741

Table 7 shows the incidence rate ratio (IRR) associated with forest cover, measured by a 1% increase742

in the average tree crown density, in current and previous 3 years within 1, 10 and 30 km of villages.743

Forest cover within 1 km of a village was not associated with malaria incidence rate in either the744

south or the north, regardless of the temporal lag. However within 10 and 30 km of a village,745

increased forest cover tended to be associated with higher malaria incidence rates both in the746

north and the south (e.g. 30 km buffer, 1-year lag, IRR = 1.1, 95% CI: [0.98; 1.24] in the south; IRR747

= 1.24, 95% CI: [1.05; 1.46] in the north). The associations were higher when considering a larger748

spatial scale (30 km) but were already statistically significant for a 10 km buffer radius in the south.749

The temporal scale considered did not affect the associations much.750

Statistical significance wasn’t necessarily reached for all the associations highlighted but the trends751

observed suggest forest cover around villages but not in the immediate vicinity (1 km) leads to752

higher risk of malaria both in the north and in the south.753

754

South North

Time lag Buffer radius Buffer radius

1 km 10 km 30 km 1 km 10 km 30 km

Current 0.99 1.08 1.05 0.98 1.03 1.26

year [0.98; 1.01] [1.05; 1.12] [0.94; 1.17] [0.95; 1.02] [0.96; 1.1] [1.05; 1.51]

Previous 1 1.09 1.1 0.99 1.03 1.24

1 year [0.98; 1.02] [1.05; 1.13] [0.98; 1.24] [0.96; 1.03] [0.96; 1.1] [1.05; 1.46]

Previous 1 1.09 1.13 1 1.03 1.17

2 years [0.98; 1.02] [1.05; 1.13] [1; 1.27] [0.97; 1.04] [0.96; 1.1] [0.98; 1.41]

Previous 1 1.09 1.15 1.01 1.03 1.2

3 years [0.98; 1.02] [1.05; 1.13] [1.02; 1.3] [0.97; 1.05] [0.96; 1.11] [1.02; 1.43]

Table 7. IRR [95% CI] associated with a 1% increase in average tree crown density. Adjusted for the
spatio-temporal structure of the data and the environmental covariates selected in the model.

The model including average tree crown cover density within 30 km of villages with no temporal lag755

provided the best AIC. In the final models with the deforestation variables we therefore included756

the average tree crown cover density within 30 km of villages in the starting year of the temporal757

scale for the deforestation variable considered (e.g. 3 year lag in the model with percent area that758

experienced forest loss in previous 3 years as the deforestation variable).759

Deforestation - Non linearities760

The IRR effect estimates in Table 1 and Figure 3 assume a linear relationship between deforestation761

and malaria. Figure 10 shows a few of these relationships - via their individual contribution � ∗ f (X)762

in equation 2 - when such linearity isn’t imposed in the GAM models. Although the AIC fit is slightly763

better when modeling non-linearities, we see that the linearity assumption is mostly warranted,764

especially in the south. A quadratic relationship may have been better suited in the north but the765

initial rise comes with a very large confidence interval, as a result of the lesser amount of data.766
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Figure 10. Adjusted relationship between deforestation and malaria incidence. All models were adjusted for
environmental covariates and forest cover selected by the model selection approach as described in the

methods section on top of the spatio-temporal structure of the data (f (t), f (Lat, Long) and village random
intercepts). Note that scales are different between regions for better visualization. Figure 19 in the appendix

shows the raw scatterplot between monthly village malaria incidence rate and deforestation. Figures 20 and 21

in the appendix show the raw time series of malaria incidence, forest cover and percent area that experienced

forest loss.
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S6: Additional figures767

This section presents additional figures mentioned in the text and in the additional results section768

of the supplemental materials.769

Forest and environmental variables770
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Figure 11. Distribution of average tree crown cover density within 1, 10 and 30 km of villages.
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Figure 12. Distribution of percent area within 1, 10 and 30 km of villages that experienced forest loss between
2011 and 2016. Note that the scales are different for every panel for better visualization of the distributions.
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Figure 13. Distribution and time series of environmental covariates (population, altitude, monthly day
temperature and monthly total precipitation) at study’s villages.
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Malaria registries - Malaria infections771
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test positivity rate over time.
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for better visualization.

Figure 14. Additional figures from malaria registries: malaria infections
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Figure 15. Distributions of socio-economomical variables of all patients recorded in the malaria registries
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Figure 16. Additional figures from malaria registries: matched vs unmatched SES variables
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Figure 17. Distribution of travel time (in hours) from surveyed households to closest health facilities.
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Figure 18. Relationships between malaria incidence and environmental covariates in the multivariable model
selected by the forward selection approach, as described in the methods section. The model was additionally

adjusted for the spatio-temporal structure of the data (f (t), f (Lat, Long) and village random intercepts). Dashed
lines are for 95% confidence intervals. Note that the y scale has been trimmed for better visualization.
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Figure 19. Raw scatterplot between monthly village malaria incidence rate and the percent area within 30 km
of villages that experienced forest loss in the previous 1, 3 and 5 years. Note that scales are different between

regions for better visualization.
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Figure 20. Time series of malaria incidence, forest cover (average tree crow cover around villages) and
deforestation (percent area that experienced forest loss around villages), averaged over study’s villages and for

varying buffer radius around villages (1, 10 and 30 km).
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Figure 21. Time series of forest cover (average tree crow cover within 30 km of villages) and deforestation
(percent area that experienced forest loss within 30 km of villages), for a few randomly sampled study’s villages.

Each color represents 1 village.
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Figure 22. Adjusted relationship between deforestation and species-specific malaria incidence n southern Lao
PDR. All models were adjusted for environmental covariates and forest cover selected by the model selection

approach as described in the methods section on top of the spatio-temporal structure of the data (f (t),
f (Lat, Long) and village random intercepts).
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